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ABSTRACT
Small-angle scattering (SAS) is an ideal tool for studying the structure of materials in
the mesoscopic size range between 1 and about 100 nanometers. The basic principles of
the method are reviewed, with particular emphasis on data evaluation and interpretation
for isotropic as well as oriented or single-crystalline materials. Examples include metal
alloys, composites and porous matetrials. The last section gives a comparison between
the use of neutrons and (synchrotron) x-rays for small-angle scattering in materials
physics.

reprinted from 'Cold Neutrons: Large Scales - High Resolution",
PSI-Proceedings 97-01, Sept. 1997 (A. Furrer, Ed.), pp. 113-128.

1. Introduction

There are a number of techniques that allow a characterization of materials in the
mesoscopic size range between 1 and 100 nm. These different methods ail have their
particular characteristics. Some are mostly surface sensitive, like scanning tunneling
microscopy or atomic force microscopy (AFM). Others, like atom-probe field-ion mi-
croscopy, give a combined information on structure and local composition. It shares
with transmission-electron microscopy (TEM), the most wide-spread technique, the
obvious advantage of providing direct images of the specimen. Small-angle scattering
of neutrons (SANS) or x-rays (SAXS). on the other hand, have the advantage of be-
ing non-destructive and of providing information with high statistical accuracy due to
the averaging over a macroscopic sample volume. In particular, the small absorption
of neutrons allows in many cases the investigation of centimeter thick material by
SANS. Moreover, the structure of ill-ordered materials, like glasses, aggregate struc-
tures, fractal systems, etc.. is difficult to describe in direct pictures, but can usually
be well characterized by scattering experiments. Finally, SANS offers the particular
advantage of being sensitive to the magnetic spin and also to light elements, in par-
ticular hydrogen (deuterium) which remains invisible in both TEM and SAXS. This
last property is crucial for many applications in biology and polymer research.

The basics of small-angle scattering have been reviewed in a number of text-books
and articles, like the classical text by Guinier and Fournet [1], as well as later works
[2-5], some of them focussing more directly on materials science applications [6-8].
Only a short summary of the general principles (sect. 2)is given, together with in-
formation on the scattering from isolated inclusions (sect. 3). Then the influence
of particle interfence is dicussed (sect. 4). with particular emphasis on scaling or
fractal structures. Section 5 gives some information on the evaluation of anisotropic
small-angle scattering patterns from single crystals or from fibrous materials. Finally,
in the last section, neutrons and (synchrotron) x-rays are compared with respect to
their use in small-angle scattering.
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2. General Principles

Small-angle scattering is the special case of elastic diffuse scattering concentrated
around the origin of reciprocal space. It considers a range of sizes sufficiently larger
than interatomic distances, so that the scattering length density p(r) can be approxi-
mated as a continuous variable of the position r in the specimen. The general equation
for the SAS intensity can be written

For many purposes, it is convenient to define the spherical average of the SAS intensity

where n is a vector on the unit sphere U. One may also define a Q-aver&ge of the
SAS intensity by

^J>JQd£(Qn), (3)
where Q = Qn is the scattering vector. When the system investigated is isotropic,
then IQ = constant and the scattering intensity is completely described by Is(Q).
Liquids, solutions and poly crystalline solids are often isotropic. For anisotropic sys-
tems, the function /g(n) gives a measure for the angular dependence of the structure.

2.1. Two-phase Model
Frequently, the specimen can be considered to consist of two sharply separated

phases with constant composition and. hence, constant scattering length densities p\
and p2- Such an approximation is called "two-phase model" and will be used through-
out this paper unless otherwise specified. In this approximation eq.(l) becomes

(4)

where V\ is the'volume occupied by phase (1) only.

2.2. Invariants
A few general relations, sometimes called invariants, are valid for the two-phase

model. The first is the integral intensity which may be written

( 2 ^ I %iQ)d3Q= 2^V IIs{Q)Q2dQ = flh{pl-p2)^ (5)

where / i and /2 = 1 — / i are the volume fractions of the two phases, respectively. The
second, known as Porod's law [9], gives the tail of the spherically averaged intensity
at large Q:

IS(Q) ^2irV{Pl -p2)
2o-/Q4 when Q -+ oc (6)

where a is the total interface area between the two phases (1) and (2) per unit
volume of specimen. A direct application of this formula is demonstrated in Fig.l.
where Porod's law is used to determine the evolution of the total porosity during the
sintering process of a refractory metal produced by powder metallurgy [10].
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Figure 1: (a) SANS-spectra from compacted Mo-powder sintered for 1 and 24 hours
at 2000"C (from [10]). The straight lines indicate Porod's law. The reduction in
intensity from lh to 24h is related to the reduction in the internal surface of the
pores, (b) SANS-spectra of different sandstones (from [17]). The linearity of the data
indicate a fractally rough surface of the pores with a fractal dimension as indicated.

Another possible application of these two invariants is the determination of a
typical length scale characterizing the two-phase mixture. Indeed, defining

T=- rQ2Is(Q)dQ / lim {Q4 Is(Q)} , (7)
~ JO I Q-+oo

it follows that
T = 4flf2/a (8)

which has the dimension of a length and depends on the ratio of volume by surface of
one of the two phases. In complex materials, where no simple model is available, T can
be used to characterize the dimension of inclusions without any specific assumption
on their shape or arrangement. T has been widely used, e.g., to characterize the
structure of bone [11] at the nanometer level.

A further length scale often used for the characterization of complex materials is
the mean chord length defined as

Jo
dQ I r

I Jo
(9)

3. Isolated Inclusions

When the material contains inclusions (pores, precipitates, etc..) that are well
separated (that is their distance being much larger than their, typical size), the total
scattering intensity may be regarded as an incoherent sum of the contributions from
the individual inclusions. That is.

da_

dQ.
— f e i Q r

Wj JWJ
(10)
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Table I: Form-factor and radius of gyration of a few simple particles. The dimensions a, b and c are
along the axes x, y and z. The coordinates of the Q-vector in theses axes are (Qx,Qy,Qz)-

Particle type Form factor Radius of gyration
squared, R2

g

parallelipiped with A2{a Qx) A\bQy) A2(cQs) (a2 + b2 + c2)/3
sides 2a, 26 and 2c A{u) = {sin u)/u

ellipsoid with B2(yJ(aQx)* + {bQv)
2 + (cQz)

2) {a2 + b2 + c2)/5
half axes a, 6, and c B{u) = 3(sin u — u cos u)/u3

sphere with B2(Q R) ZR2/o
radius R Q2 = Q\ + Q\ + Q\

cylinder of height 2c A\cQz) C\^{aQx)
2 + {bQy)

2) {a2 + 62)/4 + c2/3
with ellipsoidal section C{u) = 2 Ji{u)/u

of half-axes a and b J\ — Bessel function

where Wj is the volume of the particle number j and Sj its form factor. The form
factors for several simple particle shapes are tabulated in Table I.

3.1. Particle Size Distributions
When all the inclusions in the system are identical, then the Sj{Q) in eq.(10)are

the same and the total SAS will just be proportional to the form factor of the inclusion
(as given for a few examples in table I). For spherical precipitates with a distribution
of radii f{R)dR (which means that f{R) is the number of spheres with radius between
R and R + dR), eq.(10) becomes

( f ) 2 JO° (11)
where B is given in Tab.I. The scattering from a collection of spheres of identical size
is shown in Fig.2. This function has many oscillations which are increasingly wiped
out for size distributions of increasing widths. While such oscillations are well-known
for spherical particles in dispersion, there are only few cases where, e.g., precipitates
in alloys have a spherical shape and a sufficiently narrow size distribution to reveal
such oscillations. Examples are dilute alloys Cu-Co [12] or Cu-Fe [13] (see Fig.2).
Equation (11) can in principle be inverted to extract the size distribution f{R) [2].
However, one must be sure that the .inclusions are truly spherical and sufficiently
separated in space to avoid interference effects - a condition that is rarely fulfilled in
alloys or porous materials.

3.2. Guinier Law
In isotropic materials, like polycrystals or isotropic liquids, the form factors of the

individual inclusions, 5"(Q), are spherically averaged to give S{Q). A development
of S(Q) in Taylor series and reinterpretation in terms of an exponential leads to
the Guinier law [1]. For not too anisometric particles (like approximately equiaxed
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Figure 2: Form factor of a sphere (dotted line), together with SAXS data from dilute
Cu-Fe [13] (crosses). Similar curves were also measured by SANS in Cu-Co [12]. The
full line is the form factor of-the sphere averaged with the distribution of radii (see
eq.12) according to theorical estimates [22].

ellipsoids or parallelipipeds) it can be written

S(Q) « exp{-Q2 R] / 3}

where Rg is the radius of gyration of the particle with

r2d3

w

(12)

(13)

r being the distance from the center of gravity of the particle with volume W. For a
few simple shapes, R2

g is given in Tab.I (see also [2]). If one of the dimensions of the
particle is much larger than the two others, e.g., for rods with length 2H, then the
Guinier law becomes _

2 2 . (14)
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Figure 3: Spherically averaged form factor of cylinders with radius R and length 2H
(dots), with H/R = 10. The oscillations at larger Q disappear wlien there is some
distribution of the cylinders diameters. The behaviour Q~l at small Q correspond to
the scattering from long cylinders. Guinier'law (eq.14) is also indicated.
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where Rg2 is the radius of gyration of the two-dimensional cross-section A of the rod:

R% = A~l I rUh. (15)
JA

Note, that for a circular cross-section of the rod with radius R, the radius of gyration
is Rg2 = R/\/2. Finally, if the particles are plates (that is, two dimensions much
larger than the third, the plate thickness 2D), then the Guinier law writes

S(Q) =
_2

(16)

where .4 is the area of the plate surface and Rgi is the one-dimensional "radius of
gyration", simply given by RgX = D/y/S.

From these three Guinier formulas it becomes apparent that there is - in prici-
ple - the possibility to distinguish between particle shapes by the behaviour of the
scattering function at very small Q. because of the Lorenz factor Q~a in front of
the exponential function. Indeed, for thin platelets S(Q) oc Q~2, for long cylinders
S(Q) oc Q~l and for approximately equiaxed objects S(Q) oc Q°, for small Q. How-
ever, it must be pointed out again that this interpretaion of the small.Q-behaviour is
only possible if there is no particle interference (which usually means large separation
between particles). An example for the scattering from long cylinders is shown in
Fig.3.

4. Particle Interference

Particle interference can only be neglected for widely separated particles or in the
very special case when the two phases are arranged in a randomly space-filling way
[14], as shown in Fig.4. A situation, where interference effects can be treated easily,

Figure 4; When the space is entirely subdivided into cells, e.g., hexagons (a) or irregular
shapes (e) and if these cells are filled randomly by the two phases, then the total SAS-intesity
is just proportional to the average form factor of the cells [14]. Hence, all the configurations
shown in (b) to (d) would have the same SAS intensity (up to a multiplicative constant)
as the average form factor of the cells in (a). Similarly, the configurations (f) to (h) have
SAS-intensities all proportional to the average form factor of the cells in (e).
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V ^P(Q)
^ S ( Q )

\ P ( Q ) S ( Q ) Figure 5: Schematic drawing of
the form factor, S(Q), of a single
(approximately equiaxed) parti-
cle and the particle interference
function, P(Q), as well as their
product.

is when the particles are all identical and equally oriented. Moreover, under some
conditions (like for fractals or scaling structures), a description of the intereference
effects follows very naturally from the type of structure considered. The general case,
however, is difficult to treat (see, e.g.. [15]) and shall not be dicussed here.

4-1. Identical particles
If all the particles are identical of volume W (and oriented in the same way), then

the total scattering intensity can be written [1] as a product

~ ~ P2) S(Q);
N (17)

where S(Q) is the single particle form factor and P(Q) a function that describes the
position correlations of the N particle centers, v0-. Typically, -P(Q) is a constant at
large Q and oscillates at smaller Q. The oscillations are the stronger, the more periodic
the arrangement of the particles. A schematic drawing of P and S is given in Fig.o.
Unfortunately, when particles are not all identically sized or shaped the situation
becomes extremely complicated and there is no general solution to the problem.

4-2. Fractal Structures
An interesting special case are fractal structures, like some isotropic aggregates

or porous materials. These stuctures are self-similar, which means that they look
similar, independently of the magnification. More precisely, if the length scale is
changed by a magnification factor £, then the resulting correlation function must be
proportional to the original one. When this is translated into Fourier space, it follows
<that

Is(Q)xIs(ZQ) (18.)

for any ^. This is only possible if Is(Q) follows a power-law behaviour in the form

IS(Q) = Io Q~a. (19)

The scattering from fractals has been reviewed, e.g., in [16]. A fractally rough surface
with Hausdorff dimension Ds and a fractal volume with dimension Dv are represented
by

6 — Ds surface fractal
Dy volume fractal,a = (20)
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respectively. The fractal character is revealed, therefore, by a linear graph of Is(Q) in
a double-logarithmic plot, with 3 < a < 4 for a surface fractal and a < 3 for a volume
fractal. An example (from [17]) is shown in Fig.lb. Clearly, the linear behaviour in
this graph must be limited both at small and at large Q in real physical systems, as
visible in the graph.

Note, that an ordinary surface with D$ = 2 leads to a — 4, in agreement with
Porod's law. Moreover, slopes larger than 4 mav also be obtained in cases where there
are no sharp (or fractal) interfaces but rather' a gradual transition (like a smooth
composition gradient) between the phases [IS].

4-3. Scaling
A second case where interference effects can be described easily is the case of scaling

structures. These may occur in some alloy systems, the precipitate morphology of
which evolves in a self-similar way [7. 19]. Indeed, in many alloys, the nucleation.
growth and subsequent coarsening of the precipitates leads to a peak in the SAS-signal
which grows and shifts with time (see Fig. 6, left, for an example). The existence
of such a peak shows that there must be massive interference effects between the
inclusions, because the peak originates from a typical distance between them.

Since it is well known that precipitates in an alloy are not equally sized, this
is a typical situation where it is extremely difficult to disentangle the effects from
particle form factor and interference, in order to obtain separately two important
parameters from the scattering curve, namely the mean size and average separation
of the precipitates. However, for the later stages of precipitate coarsening and when
the reduction of the total interface surface between the phases is the only driving
force, theory and computer simulations predict a self-similar evolution of the alloy
[19, 20, 21]. Such an evolution is characterized by the fact that the morphology at a
certain time is similar to the one at some previous time, given a change in the overall
length scale. More precisely, the SAS-intensity at time t is

(21)

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Q (A*1) max

Figure 6: SANS-data for an Al-Zn-Mg alloy aged at room-temperature between 1
day (squares) and 1 year (circles) [24]. The maximum is due to a position correlation
between the spherical precipitates (left). On the right the same data are shown on
renormalized scales, where the full line is the fit with a model [21] for the scaling
function F defined in eq.(21).
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Figure 7: Schematic representation of a corsening process in an alloy driven by
isotropic interface energy. (I) shows a typical distribution of spherical precipitates
as they might occur in an alloy after some time ti of heat treatment. (II) shows
a two-fold enlargement of the upper right corner and (III) a four-fold enlargement.
Self-similar coarsening would imply that the real configurations at times tm and £//
should be "similar" to the ones generated from the configuration at i/ in the way
explaned above. The precise meaning of "similarity" is that the correlation functions
(or equivalently the SAS intensities) of the real situation at time <// and of the picture
shown in (II) should be the same.

where F is a scaling function independent of time and R and J are time-dependent
parameters. Such a behaviour can be recognized easily in the small-angle scattering
data from the fact that all the curves superimpose when the axes are rescaled properly
(see Fig.6).

Hence, even though the full structure of the alloy at a given time has not been
reconstructed, the time dependence of the mean size and average separation of the
precipitates can be determined, since they are both proportional to the same length
scale R(t). Fig.7 is an attempt to visualize the scaling property. Moreover, the law
of integral intensity (eq.5) requires that

(22)

which can be used to determine the time-dependence of fi(t) by SAS [24]. In the very
late stages of phase separation, fi is expected to be constant [19]. Scaling behaviour
was predicted theoretically for a small volume fraction of precipitates / i << 1 [22]
and is also in agreement with numerical solutions [20] of approximate theories, like the

• Cahn-Hillard-equation [23]. Experimentally, it has been found by SAS in a number
of alloys [7, 21] and an example is given in Fig.6.

5. Anisotropic small-angle scattering

5.1. Single crystals
When inclusions, like precipitates in alloys, tend to be non-spherical or to align

along special crystallographic directions, additional information may be gained from
the investigation of single crystals. Non-spherical precipitates are found, e.g., in Ni-
base superalloys where elastic interactions, resulting from the different lattice spac-
ings in the two phases, lead to a break-down of the scaling-behaviour described in
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Figure 8: Typical configuration of precipitates in Ni-Al-Mo alloys with different com-
position containing (a) cuboidal or (c) spherical precipitates, (b) and (d) show the
typical corresponding intensity distributions as measured by SANS [25] or SAXS
[26,27].

the previous section and to SAS-patterns as shown schematically in Fig.8. In an
alloy where no differences in lattice spacing between the two phases is present, the
precipitates are spherical (Fig.8c) and the corresponding SAS-patterns have circular
symmetry (Fig.8d). With elastic interactions present, the precipitates are cuboidal
and align along the cubic directions ([100]. [010], [001]) of the crystal (Fig.8a). The
corresponding SAS-pattern is very anisotropic and shows maxima in the directions of
alignment of the precipitates (Fig.8b). One way to characterize the anisotropy of the
SAS-spectrum from an alloy with cubic symmetry is to use the function IQ(XI) which,
for symmetry reasons, depends only on the cubic harmonics, k\ and hi [27]

/g(n)'= a +1 k
2; = nx n. ny nz -\- nz nx = nx nn n. (23)

where n = (nx,ny,nz) and a, /?, 7 constants.
In some cases, plate-like inclusions lead to extremely anistropic SAS-spectra, like

for oxide precipitates in some metals [28] or semiconductors [29]. The shape function
for cylinders (Table I) can then be used to estimate the diameter (resp. thickness) of
the plates from the width (resp. length) of the streaks in Q-space appearing in the
directions perpendicular to the plate surfaces [28]. An example is shown in Fig.9. The
intensity decay along the direction of the streak is related directly to the thickness of
the plates. In the simplest case where all plates have the same thickness 2D and an
area A, the decay should be (m being the unit vector into the direction of the streak)

S(Qm) =
'sinQDs

, QD ,
(.24-)
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Figure 9: Two-dimensional SAS-pattern in
rhe (110) reciprocal lattice plane, for a Cu-
lat9cFe single crystal after internal oxydation
(from [28]). Streaks in [111], [111] and [001]
directions are visible. The isointensity con-
tours are spaced logarithmically (5 contours
per decade).

where 5 is defined as in eq.(17). One may use this expression directly to fit the data or.
alternatively, its expansion for small x = QD: (sinar/a;)2 « 1 — x2/3 ss exp(—x2/3).
A section across one of these streaks (e.g. in the direction of the arrows in Fig.9) can
be used to determine a typical dimension describing the size of the surface A [28]

S{Qn + Qom) % S(Qom) exp(-Q2 (25)

where n is the unit vector in the direction perpendicular to the streak (arrows in
Fig.9) and QQ the distance from the origin to the line where the section across the
streak was made. The dimension Ro is an average of the half axes R\ and R2 of the
inertia ellipse of the surface A:

R\ = R\ cos2 o+R\ sin2 (26)

where (p ls the angle between n and the direction of R\ (both being perpendicular
to m). The advantage of using an evaluation based on eq.(25) is that the section
does not go through the origin of reciprocal space. Hence, the resolution (that is, the
largest R^ that can be measured accurately) is not limited by the beamstop but only
by the angular resolution of the setup (which is usually much better). In some cases.
this may improve the resolution by a factor 10 [28].

cylinder-

Figure 10: Typical scattering pattern from a specimen with cylindrical symmetry
(SAXS due to cellulose fibrils in the cell wall from earlywoqd of spruce, data from
[31]). The right picture shows the effect of the multiplication by sine of the polar
angle with respect to the cylinder axis (horizontal), as used in eq.(27)
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4-4- Fibrous Structures
In materials with a cylindrical symmetry like, e.g., fibre bundles, liquid crystals or

fibre composites, the SAS intensity is usually averaged around the cylindrical axis.
This leads to an intermediate case between the fully isotropic structures and single
crystals. In particular, the spherical average of the intensity can be computed directly
from a two-dimensional image containing the cylinder axis by

1 /17r dcx
{ Q ) ' d x ( 2 7 )

• where (Q, x) a r e the polar coordinates of the Q-vector within the plane of the detector,
X being the angle with the cylinder axis (see Fig.10). It should be noted that to
determine Is in the case of single crystals, the SAS-intensity must, in principle, be
measured in all three dimensions of reciprocal space. Other data evaluations relating
to fibrous systems, like determining the distribution of fibre directions, have been
discussed, e.g., in [30].

6. Final remarks

A number of topics have- not been addressed in this introduction, among which
are grazing-incidence SAS which probes the surface of the specimen (see, e.g., the
lecture notes by Webster and Als-Nielsen for neutron reflectomety) as well as ultra-
small angle scattering (USANS) where double-crystal monochromators are used to
achieve smaller scattering angles (see notes by Ioffe). Dependent on the thickness of
the specimens, there might also be multiple small-angle scattering [32], which was not
discussed here. In crystalline materials, multiple Bragg-scattering may also produce
intenstity at small angles [33] which can, however, be completely avoided by choosing
a neutron wavelength larger than the Bragg-cutoff (that is, twice the largest Bragg-
spacing).

Up to here, no distinction was made between neutrons and x-rays in their use for
SAS. The last part of these notes will now be devoted to the discussion of the specific
advantages of x-rays or neutrons in various situations.

6.1. Some specific advantages of neutrons for SAS

• There is a generally a low absorption which allows the non-destructive investiga-
tion of large specimens, like complete turbine blades, which can be particularly
attractive for industrial applications.

• This low absorption also implies that neutrons with long wavelength can be used,
which improves resolution and avoids the unwanted effects of multiple-Bragg
scattering. *

• There is a large scattering cross-section for light elements, which makes SANS
particularly attractive for the study of organic matter (see notes by Pedersen).

• In the same context, it is also very advantageous that hydrogen and deuterium
have strongly different scattering cross-sections (in fact, of opposite sign), which
enables contrast variation techniques, e.g., by substitution of normal by heavy
water. This method is particularly used for the study of biological systems.

• Finally, Making use of the magnetic scattering cross-section for neutrons, it is
possible to study magnetic clusters or precipitates by SANS. Some applications
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Figure 11: Nuclear A(Q) and magnetic B{Q) contribution to SANS from a magnetic
amorphous alloy (FINEMET) heat-treated at 550"C to form nanocrystailine inclu-
sions [34]. Measurement with unpolarized neutrons in a saturating magnetic field of
0.7T.

are discussed, e.g., in [7]. Fig. 11 shows the recent example of an amorphous
magnetic alloy (FINEMET) in which heat-treatment leads to the formation of
nanocrystalline inclusions [34]. Since all the structures in the amorphous alloy
can be assumed isotropic, the SAS intensity measured with unpolarized neutrons
in a saturating magnetic field was written

sin2 a (28)

where a is the angle between Q and the direction of magnetization. Therefore,
it was possible to separate A(Q) and B(Q) corresponding to the nuclear and
magnetic scattering, respectively (see Fig. 11).
Other recent applications include the measurement of magnetic flux line lat-
tices in superconductors [35] and "magnetic contrast variation" to enhance the
contrast between magnatic precipitates in a non-magnetic matrix [36].

6.2. Some specific advantages of (synchrotron) x-rays for SAS

• When the x-ray wavelength is chosen close to the absorption edge of of an el-
ement, the scattering cross-section becomes strongly dependent on the x-ray
wavelength. This anomalous scattering property can be used for contrast vari-
ation without changing the specimen itself. Typical applications in materials
physics are the study of ternary systems, where partial structure factors for the
distribution of the three elements can be extracted [37]. In addition, it is often
an advantage - even in binary alloys - to perform contrast variation experiments
in order to avoid an unwanted background from the macroscopic surface, dislo-
cations, and other defects. This is demonstrated in Fig.12, where the scattering
from a Cu-Fe alloy is shown [13]. It is clear that the SAXS signal is significantly
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different at two x-ray wavelengths, one being close to the absorption edge of
iron. The difference between the curves can be interpreted as due to precipitates
while the rest is due to defects in the matrix. Indeed, the SAXS contrast for the
'precipitates is proportional to [pea ~ PFe)2 and varies by a factor 3 between the
two x-ray energies, while the contrast for the scattering from defects is propor-
tional to (pcu)2 which is practically the same for the two energies. The graph in
Fig. 12 shows clearly that a direct analysis of the scattering curve at one of the
x-ray energies would lead to erroneous interpretations.

• A further advantage is the very large brilliance that is obtained with synchrotron
x-ray sources. This is a great advantage for time-resolved studies. For instance.
in a recent investigation of precipitate nucleation in Al-Zn, a time-resolution of
10 milliseconds was achieved [38].

• The large brilliance may also be used for position-resolved studies. Small-angle
scattering patterns may be collected with a spot of only a few micrometers on
the specimen. As an example. scanning-SAXS is well suited for the investiga-
tion of complex (biological) materials, like bone or wood, which are extremely
heterogeneous [39].

In summary, SANS and SAXS are powerful and complemetary techniques for the
investigation of materials structures in the range between one nanometer and one
micrometer.
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